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Abstract
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), as the code component of Service-orientated
Architecture (SOA) implementation, has a significant impact on whole system performance.
This thesis zooms in to evaluate the performance of different ESB applications in different
SOAP/XML message routing tasks, and gain an understanding of the influence of each
performance metric on ESB performance.
The research goal is to find out the key ESB performance metrics which influence the
most in ESB performance from different ESB tasks and application settings. Compared with
existing ESB performance evaluations, federated ESB evaluations, as well as performance
metrics correlation analysis, are the main contributions of this study. In terms of the
research scope, four ESB applications – Tibco, BizTalk, Fuse, and Mule – were tested; both
single ESB experiments and federated ESB experiments have been conducted; nine test
cases were included in single ESB experiments, 16 test cases were involved in the federated
ESB experiments, and three ESB tasks have been performed during experiments.
The single ESB experiment results show that Mule ESB applications had the best
performance and Fuse ESB applications had the lowest performance. The federated
experiment results show three good performance cases with Mule ESB involved, which is
consistent with the single ESB experiment results. The federated experiment results also
suggest that the combination of two well-performing single ESBs is not necessary to result in
good performance ESB applications.
Overall, response time was the performance metrics that gave the best indication of
ESB performance and influence the most to ESB performance. The findings of this research
not only allow architecture to choose suitable ESB applications but also enable more
research on federated ESB evaluation. Apart from this, the research contribution to ESB
performance metrics correlation analysis is very useful to the ESB performance testing and
monitoring community. Nevertheless, the research could have included more test cases,
and further statistical analysis and result verification would bring a more comprehensive
understanding of ESB performance.
Keywords: ESB; Performance; Single ESB; Federate ESB
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Introduction
Software application performance is always an area that businesses are concerned
about; there is more need for faster processing of queries and quicker response times
during business growth. (M. A. A. da Cruz, Rodrigues, Sangaiah, Al-Muhtadi, & Korotaev,
2018). There are multiple ways to improve performance, such as upgrading hardware,
replacing the existing applications, or optimising application architecture.
Upgrading hardware can help in the short term; replacing existing applications is not
feasible, but optimising at an architecture level is the way to solve performance issues
fundamentally. At the architecture level, Service-orientated Architecture (SOA) is a key
method for making system and application optimisation happen (Bhadoria, Chaudhari, &
Tharinda Nishantha Vidanagama, 2018). This SOA concept aims to separate big blocks of
code into different small pieces as services, and link these services together by Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB) applications, and to make sure these components work together
efficiently ("What Is An Enterprise Service Bus?," 2018).
ESB, as an implementation to SOA, decides the outcome of application optimisation,
and different ESB applications have their own comparative advantages for application
performance. This research is focused on performance evaluation among different ESB
applications, to find out the key performance metrics which impact ESB application in
implementing their message routing tasks, and the possible relationship between these
metrics. The findings of the ESB performance metric will be very useful in choosing the
right ESB applications during the SOA optimisation journey.

1.1. The research background and context
Nowadays, in a fast-growing information technology and cloud infrastructure era,
people are starting to rely on online applications, are becoming more demanding, and have
more expectations of existing software applications in terms of performance (Lin, 2019).
These fast-growing expectations of performance keep challenging our existing applications
with higher requirements such as flexibility, scalability, reusability and maintainability and
so on (Bhadoria, Chaudhari, & Tomar, 2017).
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However, because of the rapidly expanding IT industry since the first computer was
built, there are huge technology debts and legacy systems left behind in most modern
organisations (Erl, 2017). Those systems usually have been used for a long time and contain
massive, important data and are not easily replaced. Furthermore, they are difficult to
upgrade to work with other applications because of their outdated architecture, protocols,
and interfaces (Chen, Cañete, Garrido, Díaz, & Piotrowski, 2019).
To fulfil those increasing demands from users requires time and effort to do massive
changes in old systems, therefore, adding a middleware layer, creating and integrating
reusable service components of those legacy systems has become a more common
development approach for many organisations (Benaouali & Kachel, 2019). Instead of
amending legacy systems or creating a new giant system from scratch, it is much easier and
quicker to integrate those old applications with new components by SOA on their existing
three-tier architecture ("Service-oriented architecture," 2018).
SOA not only provides a perfect architecture to enable more flexibility, reusability and
maintainability in the application and coding management level, but also provides a facility
to allow higher scalability and performance at the infrastructure and architecture level
(Bhadoria, Chaudhari, & Vidanagama, 2018). In practice, the SOA is aiming to decompose an
existing three-tier application into smaller but scalable services and to integrate these
services by ESB application (Bayram, 2018). As the outcome of this transformation, the large
chunk of code within the existing system is separated into different reusable service
components, relying on protocol translations through ESB applications (Schel et al., 2018).
These service components not only work together internally but also are able to easily work
with other external service components, such as Web Services or Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) (Massaro et al., 2018).
ESB as a framework to implement SOA methodology reduces the complexities of
integration within both internal applications and external/third-party components
(Bhadoria, Chaudhari, & Tomar, 2017). This ESB concept is not only well adapted in
traditional IT infrastructure but also enables unlimited compatibility and scalability from
existing IT systems through service components (Schel et al., 2018). ESB integration also
removes the limitation of IT Architecture capability and allows much greater flexibility and
8

reusability for organisations adopting increasing demands from their customers (Finkelstein,
Yurin, & Smirnoff, 2018).

Figure 1.1. Enterprise Service Bus
The benefits of SOA and ESB are in evidence, and there are progressive organisations
that have applied SOA to their existing system by using ESB applications (Lopez & Kalibjian,
2019). Because ESB applications act as hubs transforming and routing messages between
service providers and service consumers, the performance of these ESB message
transformations and routing messages decides the performance of the new integrated IT
system within SOA (Bhadoria, Chaudhari, Tomar, & Singh, 2017). Therefore, the
performance of ESB applications plays a really important role in present-day IT systems and
organisations, and this ESB application performance evaluation is the key area to be studied
in this research (Nota, Bisogno, & Saccomanno, 2018).
The performance of ESB applications usually depends on communications between
ESB service components, and the message routing task is the main communication task
which the ESB application performs. It relies on standardised message transport protocols
such as SOAP/XML, JSON, Rest and Yaml and so on (Sah, Dumka, & Rawat, 2018). Extensible
Mark-up Language (XML) as a standard data transfer language allows standardised data
communication between web services through different systems (Eito-Brun, 2018). Simple
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Object Access Protocol (SOAP) defines a way to move XML messages between web services
or any other service components (Haroune-Belkacem, Semchedine, Al-Shammari, & Aissani,
2019). Each web service sends and receives XML messages through a SOAP envelope; this
XML-based SOAP messaging enables high system compatibility, enriched content definition,
and message faults status logging (Alasri & Sulaiman, 2018). These benefits of SOAP/XML
messaging make it a popular data messaging integration method that has been widely
applied in ESB services routing operations (Navarro & da Silva, 2016). Therefore, it will be
very meaningful to evaluate ESB application performance in performing these SOAP/XML
message routing tasks.
There are a few ESB performance evaluation pieces of research found in literature,
and there is similar research to evaluate the performance of single ESB message routing
tasks by using CPU usage, memory usage, and response time as performance metrics (Ahuja
& Patel, 2011a). Additionally, there is research that evaluates the performance of federated
ESB within SOAP/XML message routing tasks as well (Steve Strauch, Vasilios Andrikopoulos,
Santiago Gómez Sáez, & Frank Leymann, 2013b). These evaluations set service provider and
consumer roles to two ESB applications, so the performance results are more practical and
useful in terms of their usage.
Overall, this research zooms in to investigate ESB applications that, under SOA
architecture, evaluate the performance for different ESB applications in performing
different SOAP/XML message routing tasks, and find out the key performance metrics that
impact ESB performance.

1.1.1. The research goal and questions
The goal of this research is to gain an understanding of:
What are the key performance metrics that influence the performance of SOAP/XML
message routing tasks in ESB Applications?
To answer this main research question, the following tasks are conducted:
 Finding ESB performance evaluation set up and method from existing literature.
 Deciding on the possible performance metrics to be used in this research from
existing literature.
 Designing test scenarios and typical ESB tasks according to the existing literature.
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 Testing performances in testing scenarios for both single and federated ESBs.
 Identifying the key performance metrics that influence performance from the
experimental findings and statistical analysis.

1.1.2. The selected ESB applications
In terms of software licencing, software applications usually can be categorised into
either open-source licenced applications or commercial licenced applications and the same
can be applied to ESB applications. The open-source applications gain an advantage in low
cost, easy access and community supports. However, they may also contain security risks,
limitations in functionalities and lack of legalisation supports (Vogelstein et al., 2018).
Commercial software is transparent in its features with relevant licenses, and it usually has
better security but as a trade-off, it has limitations in customization and optimization which
are out of end-users’ control (Knauss, Yussuf, Blincoe, Damian, & Knauss, 2018). It would be
comprehensive if performance evaluation could be done to both commercial and opensource ESB applications so that the outcome of this ESB application performance research
was well covered.
There are many ESB applications in the market, such as IBM Integration Bus,
Microsoft Service Bus, Oracle Enterprise Service Bus and so on (Bhadoria, Chaudhari, &
Tomar, 2017). However, not all are suitable to be reviewed, or feasible to be tested, due to
limitations of this study such as licensing, research scope and so on. For instance, IBM
WebSphere can`t be chosen as it doesn`t have an evaluation version and its commercial
license is extremely expensive. Also, too many experiments, result comparisons and
analyses would be needed if more than four ESB applications were selected in this thesis.
Among open-source ESB applications, Mule ESB, as one of most popular ESB
applications, has been investigated in an ESB real-time verification study (Colombo, Dimech,
& Francalanza, 2015), and has also been used as a case study in integration solution
research (Berna-Martinez, Castro Zamora, Maciá Peréz, & López Paz, 2018); JBoss ESB is
another popular Java-based ESB application that has been used in adaptive integration
platform studies (González & Ruggia, 2018).
Commercial ESB applications Tibco and Microsoft BizTalk, two famous ESB
applications, have been used in many organizations, and have also appeared journals and
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books. Tibco has been selected to build a new IT system which improves productivity,
quality and compliance in the clinical trial (Ciervo et al., 2019); and Microsoft BizTalk has not
only been used for an SOA pattern study (Seroter, Brimble, Cooper, Dijkgraaf, & Morar,
2015), but also to implement an SOA solution to resolve foreign exchange rate update issues
(Memeti, Shabani, & Isa, 2019).
Therefore, in this research, four different ESB applications were selected for the
investigation. To be specific, there are two open-source ESB applications and two
commercial ESB applications to be evaluated and compared. The open-source ESB
applications included Mule ESB and JBoss ESB, and the two commercial ESB applications
include Tibco ESB and Microsoft BizTalk.

1.1.3. The selected ESB message routing tasks
Regarding the selection of ESB message routing tasks for this research, as ESB is
designed to implement SOA architecture in middleware, the main idea is to link multiple
systems and allow them to communicate together, and the ESB communication between
multiple systems is mainly done through messaging routing and transformation tasks.
Depending on the ESB’s acting role, it can be either a service provider or consumer (Sah et
al., 2018). And ESB applications are usually designed to interact with various types of service
protocols, interface and data sources (Finkelstein et al., 2018). The message routing
communication in ESB as the main communication method involves all ESB tasks related to
two areas, data interaction and format transformation (Jivtode, 2018).
Therefore, based on these two main ESB tasks in message routing, three typical
message routing tasks have been selected for this research:
 routing task without a database
 routing task with a database
 routing task with data format conversion
These three tasks are related to data interactions and format transformation, and
they are typical tasks which ESB does in middleware and SOA integrations. In order to
understand the performance of four ESB applications on each of these three tasks, a test
application will be defined and created by each of these four selected ESB applications in
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this research. Each test application created will perform the same task scenarios
accordingly, so the performance outcome can be compared as all four ESB applications
performed the same tasks.

1.2. The choice of research methodology
As mentioned before, the main purpose of this research is to find ESB performance
metrics that contribute to the most impacts. Both qualitative research and quantitative
research is available to choose and apply to this research.

1.2.1. Qualitative research
The qualitative research method usually does not involve large numbers or
numerical data; instead, it often involves words or language and is particularly useful for
finding out how and why things happened. This research method is popularly applied to
research related to people and behaviours; the source of qualitative data interviews, focus
groups, observations, and secondary data (Flick, 2018).
As discussed above, the experiment outcome in numerical data form is required to
support and verify the hypotheses of this research. Other than referring to some of the
secondary data, the source of qualitative data is not suitable to help accomplish this
research.

1.2.2. Quantitative research
Compared with the qualitative research method, a quantitative research method is
often applied to numerical data exploratory research. In this research method, the
researcher tends to verify their ideas or hypotheses by observations or experiments. The
data collection process in qualitative research is usually required for primary data, and the
research outcome is more based on primary data rather than secondary data (Goertzen,
2017).
Referring back to this research, there is no certain conclusion in the hypotheses. A
series of experiments and analyses are required to build up and verify the hypotheses. Also,
as this research idea is relatively new and unique, it is feasible to use existing research as a
base, but it is unlikely to get secondary data which can be analysed and applied to the
research purpose. In this case, quantitative research has to be the main research method.
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1.3. The single and federated ESB evaluation methodology
ESB applications not only allow the developer to create ESB services, but also enable
service components to talk with each other through different ESB applications, and different
organisations may choose different ESB applications and host them on separate servers
(Wasilewski, 2019). In this multi-organisation ESB service integration scenario, it is very
handy when different ESB service components from the different organisations work
together to complete one service orchestration. Under this multiple ESB integrated service
orchestration, when at least one ESB application works as a service provider, and not less
than one ESB application acts as a service consumer, these ESB applications communicate
between and work as one integrated ESB service; this type of ESB pattern is called federated
ESB (Bhadoria, Chaudhari, & Vidanagama, 2018).
From existing ESB performance evaluations, more research is done among single ESB
applications than federated ESB (Ahuja & Patel, 2011a), and there are very few performance
evaluations that include both single and federated ESBs for the same set of ESB applications
(Steve Strauch, Vasilios Andrikopoulos, S Gómez Sáez, & Frank Leymann, 2013a). In this
research, the four selected ESB applications work in pairs to test at least one of the typical
ESB message routing tasks. During this federated ESB testing, each ESB application acts as
both service provider and consumer, so there are 16 test cases to cover all four ESB
applications for one ESB task. The result of both single and federated ESB testing is available
for the performance metric comparison and analysis. This very in-depth research includes
both single and federated ESB performance study, which is one of the unique areas in this
research.
Therefore, two parts are covered in this research, one to compare ESB performance
from four selected ESB applications within a single ESB application context, and part two
compares ESB performance from 16 federated ESB combinations with a federated ESB
applications context. The results from the evaluation of single ESB applications are used as
guidelines to verify the performance analysis results from federated ESB application tests. In
total, there are four performance evaluation testing for single ESB applications for each of
three ESB message routing tasks, and at least 16 performance evaluations for federated ESB
applications for one of the ESB message routing tasks.
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Overall, as quantitative methods are the main research method in this research, we
have two sections: experiments and statistical analysis. The experiments section also has
two parts, a single ESB performance evaluation, and a federated ESB performance
evaluation. The details of the set up of the experiment are discussed in the ‘Research Set up’
chapter. In the static analysis section, similar to the analysis done in the article: ‘Enterprise
Service Bus: a performance evaluation’ (Ahuja & Patel, 2011b), the analysis is based on the
testing results gathered from the experiment. T-test statistics method is applied to analyse
research findings.

1.4. Research limitations
The same with other researches, this research also has its limitations. These
limitations have existed in the areas of selected ESB applications, research tasks and
experiment environments settings and so on.
For the selected ESB applications, some commercial ESB applications such as IBM
webspace can`t be included due to licences issue. And also, the more ESB applications to be
evaluated in this research would means more research and analysis needs to be done which
would largely increase the research scope. And there are no complex tasks included in this
research, it is aiming to have common tasks which would suitable for across for all four ESB
applications. And there are only three metrics: response time, memory usage and CPU
usages has been included in this research, other metrics such request rate, latency and
throughput were not included in this research due research scope limitation.
The greater number of tasks and the more complex tasks would simulate better with
industry tasks, but this also would reduce the coverage of this research. And the same with
experiment settings, due to constraints in funding and scope, similar with another research
in federated ESB (Strauch et al., 2013b), the local virtual machine environments setup was
chosen for this research, which would be different with real network environments.
however, as the aim of this research is focusing on performance metric comparisons.
Although there are limitations above, as long as the tasks and environments are consistent,
the research results would be still valid and convince for analysis and study.
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Literature Review
Middleware, SOA and ESB are the areas that a lot of researchers and software
architects are interested in, so there are many concepts, implementations and publications
related to Middleware, SOA and ESB areas available in the literature. There are five parts in
this section: ‘Middleware introduction’, ‘Middleware performance reviews’, ‘SOA
implementations and performance review’, ‘Performance evaluations for ESB applications’,
and ‘Research Gap’. The first part would introduce relevant concepts and technologies in
middleware, SOA and ESB domains as a foundation for the following parts. The second and
third parts would discuss some of the existing research in middleware performance and SOA
implementation areas, and the fourth part would outline research and experiments that
other researchers have done concerning ESB performance evaluation. And the last two parts
includes similar performance evaluations to this research and research opportunities for this
study.

2.1. Middleware introduction
In most of the traditional and standalone software applications, they normally based
on the tree-tiers architecture which includes presentation tier, application tier and data tier.
The presentation tier as a top layer displays information and supplies interface for user
interactions, application tier as a core control layer contains business and functional logics
with blocks of code at the middle, and data tier keeps data sources with certain logics to
supply the data required from above two tiers (Kamhawi, 2010).
This tree-tiers architecture is a simple setup for normal applications, which is easy to
understand and suitable for most of the use cases in the beginning. However, those threetier applications are becoming difficult to maintain and scale after adding more and more
functions in a few years’ time (Kamhawi, 2010). It is simply because the core code blocks at
the application tier not only grows bigger and bigger, but also becoming more and more
complex, and that`s the reason the concept of middleware starts to play.
Instead of adding more code at the application tier, the middleware concept is to
provide reusable and scalable services in the middle layers which able to communicate with
front end and back end distributivity. The concept of middleware services can be seen as a
refinement from application tier, it not only aiming to enlarge the capability from traditional
16

application tier, but also enable to integration power to both internal and external
services(M. A. da Cruz, Rodrigues, Al-Muhtadi, Korotaev, & de Albuquerque, 2018).

Figure 2.1. Service-orientated Architecture
Based on the middleware concept, SOA can be the most appropriate architecture to
represent it. Consistent with middleware concept, SOA is to break down the core logic from
application tire into different common services and enable those services to communicate
and function individually. The same to its naming, service-oriented is the key idea at SOA,
and the services here are not only focused on breaking big code logics into small services,
but also emphasis higher flexibility, controllability, maintainability and scalability after these
SOA services start to talking among themselves and external middleware services(Gupta,
Mokal, Shah, & Satyanarayana, 2018).
ESB as an implementation of SOA also draws attention from developers, architects
and researchers. As a middleware tool, ESB is not only to enable distributive components to
communicate each by unified protocols, but also allow these components to work together
followed to reflect business orchestrations. And as shown at Figure 2.2, most of SOA and
ESB applications provide features in message queueing management, data governance,
process orchestration, and security setting and monitoring loggings, these configurable
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features are making the integrations among SOA services and components becoming
flexible, transparent and reliable (Aziz, Farooq, Abid, Saher, & Aslam, 2020).
The key and identical component which making ESB applications different with
traditional applications is the ESB services have broken down and refined from monolithic
code blocks. These ESB services are required not only to communicate with front end and
backend services for different functional requirements internally but also required to
integrate with other external SOA components such as microservices and APIs to outsource
data or services. Due to this high commutation demands in SOA services, it is required to
have some unified communication protocols to be used by ESB services or other SOA
components and to enable them to understand each other efficiently (Bhadoria, Chaudhari,
& Vidanagama, 2018).
As SOA services sit at the middleware layer, the essential tasks for them would be
related to data processing and orchestrations in-between client and server. For these data
manipulation purposes, the SOAP and REST as the two most common language protocol
which designed to store and transport data have been frequently used at ESB integration
implementations. Both SOAP and REST are considered as a lightweight and independent
protocol which not relies on operation systems; however, the SOAP protocol is required to
have structured elements: Envelope, Header and Body, and it creates structured messaging
exchanges in-between client and server by XML and HTTP. Compared with SOAP, as seen
from JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) messages, the REST protocol has a simpler message
structure, and it also has advantages in even more lightweight, flexibility in datatypes, easy
in response caching and no client changes while updating ESB services, and easier in
development and so on (Halili & Ramadani, 2018).
But nevertheless, because REST protocol is fully based and depended on the Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) to transfer data, it also has a limitation on the web services which
not at URI resource model. And as REST designed for point to point communication model
and not fully follows all SOA standards as SOAP does, it lacks standard support for security
and policy, and it's not as reliable as SOAP protocol which is able to support wider ranges of
web services include Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), and designed to handle
distributed computing environments (Halili & Ramadani, 2018). And it is the reason why
SOAP/XML messaging has been chosen for this research, which it is not only designed to use
18

the same WSDL structure for all experimental tasks but also aiming to have wilder research
coverage, especially to cover the cases while integrating nowadays clients with legacy
systems.

2.2. Middleware implementations and performance reviews
In recent years, there has been a lot of research about performance carried out in
the middleware areas. Middleware can be described as ‘software glue’ which allows
software developers not to waste time on performing input and output communication
between different software components; instead, it allows them to focus more on the
specific purpose of their application (Sahni, Cao, & Liu, 2018). Middleware is a software layer
and includes some implementations at the service level, such as enterprise application
integration, data integration, message-oriented middleware, object request brokers (ORBs),
and ESB (Farahzadi, Shams, Rezazadeh, & Farahbakhsh, 2018).
Middleware as a broad concept still has many researchers investigating its
performance aspects. For example, the performance issue of middleware has been
reviewed in an article: ‘A cloud middleware for assuring performance and high availability of
soft real-time applications’. This article represents the experiment and analysis in which
researchers involved middleware to balance performance and to gain a high availability for
their VM hosted real-time cloud application. This has shown that the middleware
component still plays an important role in today’s cloud world. (An, Shekhar, Caglar,
Gokhale, & Sastry, 2014).
Apart from this article, performance evaluations were done from two different
middleware approaches for the reconfiguration of distributed real-time systems. Similar to
the previous article, since the real-time application has moved to the cloud, it has become
important for cloud infrastructures and middleware to implement algorithms that provide
the QoS properties (e.g., timeliness, high availability, reliability) of these applications. In
order to achieve better performance, the researchers compared two different
configurations and decided to involve an enhanced middleware platform to fulfil their realtime requirements, and at the last, the performance evaluation was done, showing
advantages from the enhanced middleware solution (García Valls & Basanta Val, 2014).
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From later research in middleware, some researchers have semi-automatically created
Representational State Transfer (REST) API proxies in the middleware layer, which provide a
flexible and lightweight access to existing SOAP web services, and enable flexible and fast
integration use cases, and fulfilling the need to work with a legacy system. (Königsberger &
Mitschang, 2018). Apart from that, other research was done to integrate both wireless
sensor networks (WSN) and SOA within the middleware layer; as the research outcome, the
middleware layer introduced has largely increased reusability, usability and flexibility (Sahni
et al., 2018).

2.3. SOA implementations and performance reviews
Unlike middleware performance evaluation, researchers in SOA areas are not mainly
focused on performance, but also pay attention to cloud usages and host settings, and data
interacting with applications. However, researchers are interested in putting the advantages
of SOA into middleware to have service-oriented middleware (SOM). In this case, the
middleware system plays an important role in facilitating the design, development and
implementation of service-oriented systems while achieving non-functional requirements
like performance, scalability, reliability, flexibility, and quality of service (QoS) assurance (AlJaroodi & Mohamed, 2012).
There are also many other SOA implementations in different informational systems.
For example, some researchers describe their SOA implementation in the biomedical
applications area. There are two main reasons why they decided to use SOA: one, that they
have high-performance requirements for their data and algorithms to be processed;
another, that they need data, tools, and algorithms from different providers. Obviously, SOA
infrastructure is advantageous for their needs (Zhao, Liu, Clapworthy, Viceconti, & Testi,
2012). Other than these, some researchers focus on flexibility and reusability in SOA
governance mechanisms areas. They have done reviews on the impacts of those two nonfunctional requirements between IT infrastructure and SOA governance mechanisms, and
have suggested implementing new, dedicated decision-making bodies for SOA-oriented
organisations to achieve higher degrees of IT flexibility and reuse (Joachim, Beimborn, &
Weitzel, 2013).
Apart from those, two scientists from Colombia proposed a model-driven analysis
approach to offer a mechanism that allows SOA systems to be easy to analyse and self20

adaptable. They offered a code generation mechanism that takes the models created under
the first objective and generates the necessary code for autonomously monitoring and
adopting an SOA system (Perez & Correal, 2011). Similar to the idea of self-adaptable SOA
systems, some researchers have proposed a robust trust model for service-oriented systems
for improving performance. Unlike the normal trust model, this model is called a prioritybased trust model, which derives the trustworthiness of a service provider from designated
referees and its historical performance. From the experimental results, this new model has
better performance than other trust models, especially in open and dynamic environments
(Su, Zhang, Mu, & Bai, 2013).
In recent years, some researchers established a flexible policy-aware SOA competent
to resolve their security policy and network instability concerns in their machine-to-machine
(M2) communications and monitoring, which is hardly ever done in other application
architectures. (Katsikogiannis, Kallergis, Garofalaki, Mitropoulos, & Douligeris, 2018). Also,
studies were done to understand how SOA fits with the latest agile development
environment, and these found a lot of benefits of allowing both SOA and Agile
methodologies to work together, such as flexibility and scalability (Chaves & de Freitas,
2019).
Overall, there are many investigations of performance issues in SOA and middleware
in general areas. SOA is one type of middleware architecture that has been implemented in
many different areas to meet higher demands for performance and other non-functional
requirements.

2.4. Performance evaluations for ESB applications
ESB as the code part of SOA implementation has a much higher concern for the
performance itself. It is possible to find various research on ESB performance with a similar
approach to this current thesis. For example, Ahuja and Patel have compared open-source
ESB applications (Ahuja & Patel, 2011a). The authors used three performance metrics:
response time, memory usage and CPU usage, and did two types of testing: Scalability Test
and Load Handling Test. In the analysis part, they used T-test as their tools to focus on the
P-value for comparing and analysing their findings (Ahuja & Patel, 2011a). Regarding this
research, response time, memory usage and CPU usages have been also included as the
three-performance metrics to look at, and as well as the P-value from statistical analysis.
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However, the evaluations that they have done were only applied to single ESBs and
only for open-source ESB applications, so the research results of their evaluations have
some limitations. Different from their evaluations, this research will include both opensource and commercial ESB applications, and the experiments will include both single and
federated as well.
Other than that, some researchers in Germany had a similar idea for federated ESB
evaluation. They proposed a new solution based on federated ESB, and they did
performance evaluations on their solution to prove its efficiency (Strauch et al., 2013a). In
this research, in order to have a standardised comparison, researchers involved a
benchmark for their evaluations. The benchmark that they chose was Adroit Logic, the main
benchmark for open-source ESB applications. Other than that, Virtual Machines have been
chosen to create test environments in this research (Strauch et al., 2013a).
From these two studies, the same ideas in performance metrics and virtual machines
were found; and from the limitation of these two pieces of research, the research gap can
be also identified.

2.5. Research gaps
Based on the above literature reviews, although there is research on both opensource and commercial ESB applications, there is still much work to be done in these
federated ESB evaluation areas (Strauch et al., 2013a). Performances can be reviewed and
evaluated in a more comprehensive usage range with more experimental evaluation
methods. There are very few ESB performance studies that include both single and
federated ESB evaluations among the same ESB applications, and it is hard to find research
which attempts to figure out relationships between performance metrics and performance,
and it is not clear whether performance metrics can indicate overall ESB performance.
The ESB performance evaluation in this research is aiming to find out the impacts of
performance metrics, so both single and federated ESBs to the same ESB applications are
included. As an outcome, the questions in the performance metric and ESB performance
relationship are answered, and the indicative performance metric is reviewed.
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Research Set up
3.1. Research environment
The experiments and performance testing are done in virtual machines; the reason
for using virtual machines is to allow me to configure or change the testing environment as
expected, and also to keep each of these environments in the same configuration for all
testing tasks.

Figure 3.1. The experiment set up for single ESB performance testing
From relevant literature, the idea of using virtual machines in performing
experiments is not new; it was used by a group of German researchers for similar research
ESB performance evaluation as well. According to the publication ‘Implementation and
Evaluation of a Multi-tenant Open-Source ESB’, they configured two virtual machines; each
virtual machine installed one ESB application. Both of these two different ESB applications
were tested and evaluated in their research (Strauch et al., 2013a).
Following their idea, both single ESBs and federated ESBs are tested within virtual machines
in this research as well. The experiment set up for individual performance testing in single
ESBs is described in Figure 3. 1.
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As shown in Figure 3. 1, in single ESB scenarios, there are four different ESB
applications to be analysed, therefore four virtual machines with the same settings are
required, and only one ESB application is installed in each virtual machine. The same virtual
machine environment settings for four ESB applications include the same Operation System,
memory size, hard drive size, same version of support environment (.net frameworks, JDK,
etc), and the same SQL database. All these test environments are the same for each of the
ESB applications to make sure the testing results can be compared.
In the federated ESBs scenarios, the same four virtual machines are used in pairs for
different testing scenarios and these pairs of four virtual machines are used as either Master
or Minor ESBs. Between pairs of these four virtual machines, one acts as a service consumer
and other acts as a service provider, and the ESB messaging communication between pairs
of these four virtual machines is through the same network environment.
Each of these virtual machines is a configurable virtual box created by Microsoft;
virtual machines provide the high flexibility that most of the hardware configurations can be
easily modified. In this research, the four virtual machines used for single and federated ESB
application performance research are configured as 3GB memory and 50GB hard disk space.
Their operating system is Windows 7 64bit service pack 1, all of them installed SQL server
2008 R2, and they are all based on JDK/JRE1.8 as well as .net framework 4.0.
The main reason to configure a minimum Windows 7 environment is to simulate an
old legacy system platform case in which both hardware and software are not that fresh,
and the ESB application is there for integration, so it is meaningful to conduct testing under
a minimum Windows 7 environment. Apart from that, those testing environments are
configured in a Virtual Machine, which requires a very powerful host machine environment
to make it work, therefore it is more feasible to apply a minimum Windows7 configuration
for each virtual machine.

3.2. Research tasks
As mentioned above, the three tasks selected for this evaluation include messaging
routing without a database, messaging routing with the database, messaging routing with
data transformation. As the main ESB usage in real business implementation, message
routing is one of the popular technical implementations that brings SOA benefits to business
for integration. In practice, message routing with the database is a very common setting for
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the services when using through the front end for back-end data retrieving, updating or
combining with different data sources. Message routing without a database is usually used
by simple service messaging passing through or replying; this ESB configuration is usually
used for simple or proxy services. Data transformation as another ESB key feature is often
used during message routing processes; this data transformation function is a key that
allows different systems to talk with each other by ESB applications.
Among these three tasks, there are two tasks for ESB applications to interacting
without and with database. As part of middleware, the database interacting is a very crucial
task for any ESB applications, which it could be the main propose for data source provider to
have ESB layer as the interface provided to services consumers. The data source backend
can be in a different system, such as DB2, SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and so on. But no
matter what database the ESB applications will need to integrate with, the essential would
be the database schema structure. So, in-term of performance analysis, the same database
schema and data set have been used by all ESB applications in research for the performance
testing. Although the schema itself is not very complexed, as the research is aiming for
performance metrics comparison, the simple schema would be still valid.
Apart from the database related tasks, the last task was for messaging transformation
which referring to the main integration feature for ESB applications. As time being, there are
big ranges of data and message types from various back-end applications. For some old
legacy systems, such as the mainframe, are still using the fixed-block format, and some
older financial systems are even still using AS2085 messaging, which is in very complex
binary combinations and very hard to interpret. So, in order to communicate with those old
legacy systems, the messaging format transformation capability become extremely critical in
term of integration solutions, and it is also the reason this messaging transformation task
has been selected in this research.
Additionally, another reason for selecting these three cases is not only because they
are three key ESB implantations that represent ESB characteristics, but also these results
from three cases can be used for cross-analysis, to find out the performance from each part
of ESB transformation. And this cross-analysis and performance comparison is the unique
part that different with the most existing researches in ESB performance evaluation.
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3.3. Research scenarios
In order to execute the three test tasks discussed in the previous sub-section, both
testing context and scenarios are required. For this research, the testing context is a student
enrolment system, and there are three test scenarios based on the three test tasks above.
Because we are comparing performance across four single ESB applications and 16
pairs of federated ESB combinations, all these performance-testing scenarios have to be
under the same testing context. In this research, the same WSDL structure is designed for all
three testing tasks and used by all four different ESB applications. WSDL is an XML notation
that describes and defines a web service, WSDL defines details to compose a web service
request to the client, and it describes the interface that is provided by a web service
provider ("What is WSDL?," 2017). In detail, WSDL usually specifies web services
methods/operations by using elements <types>, <message>, <portType> and <binding>.
In this research, the WSDL file is designed within the student enrolment system
context. The web services created by each of the ESB applications are based on the same
WSDL file and have the same web service operations that execute these three testing tasks.
In other words, this WSDL file is making sure the web services built on these four ESB
applications are under the same testing context and have the same testing task included.

3.3.1. Messaging without database
For the task of messaging routing without a database, there is an operation called
welcome and it is defined as WSDL files. Refer to Figure 3.2.
<wsdl:operation name="Welcome">
<soap:operation soapAction="#Welcome"/>
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
Figure 3.2. The welcome operation used for messaging without a database task
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This operation is designed to allow users to input their name, and get their name repeated
within a welcome message. Refer to Figure 3. 3:
<xsd:complexType name="WelcomeRq">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="FirstName" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="LastName" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="WelcomeRs">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="WelcomeMsg" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
Figure 3.3. Welcome complex Type
In this scenario, the message request and response process are not involved in a
database, the logic is done in ESB application only. Therefore, the performance from this
task is purely on ESB application itself, and also ESB performance difference can be
compared by adding database interaction from Message with database task.

3.3.2. Messaging with database
For the task of messaging routing with a database, there is an operation called
Insert, and it is defined as WSDL files. Refer to Figure 3.4:
<wsdl:operation name="Insert">
<soap:operation soapAction="#Insert"/>
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
Figure 3.4. Insert operation used for messaging with database task
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This operation is aiming to provide capability for users to submit enrolment interests
by inputting their details; the back-end database system not only records these details, but
also verifies input details to avoid duplication.
<xsd:complexType name="InsertRq">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="InsertDetail" type="StudentDetail"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="InsertRs">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="InsertResult" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
Figure 3.5. Insert complex type used for messaging with a database task
The StudentDetail complex type at Figure 3.5 includes student details elements, and
involves together with another StudentAddress complex type. Refer to Figure 3.6:
<xsd:complexType name="StudentDetail">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="FirstName" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="LastName" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="E-mail" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="PhoneNumber" type="xsd:integer"/>
<xsd:element name="Address" type="StudentAddress"/>
<xsd:element name="InterestSubject" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="StudentAddress">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Street" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="City" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="ZipCode" type="xsd:integer"/>
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<xsd:element minOccurs="0" name="State" type="xsd:string"/>
<xsd:element name="Country" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
Figure 3.6. StudentDetail complex type with StudentAddress complex type included.
This type within type structure within the WSDL file allows flexibility for enabling
reusability in both design and data manipulation. Refer to Figure 3.6, this StudentAddress
complex type is potentially reusable if both Residential and Post address are needed in the
future.
<xsd:element name=" Residential Address" type="StudentAddress"/>
<xsd:element name=" Post Address" type="StudentAddress"/>
Figure 3.7. The reusable complex type used for messaging with a database task
As shown in Figure 3.7, because both residential and post address requires the same
elements, these two new elements could simply be created by referring to the same
StudentAddress complex type. Furthermore, this complex type idea has been commonly
used to implement industry standards such as Interactive Financial eXchange (IFX)
standards. In the context of the IFX standard, in order to enable smooth transactions
between financial organisations, financial organisations share a standard schema that
defines common elements required in transactions. In this way, organisations can not only
save time defining their own elements but also can easily understand transaction enquiries
sent from other organisations.

3.3.3. Messaging with data transformation
For the task of messaging routing with data transformation, there is an operation
called Transform in WSDL. Refer to Figure 3.8:
<wsdl:operation name="Transform">
<soap:operation soapAction="#Transform"/>
<wsdl:input>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body use="literal"/>
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</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
Figure 3.8. Transform operation used for messaging with data transformation
This transform operation tests ESB features in data type manipulation. In this
research, users transfer the student enrolment details they input from string combination
into hex Binary format. Data in the hex Binary format requires less space and processing
usage to save in the database, and it is simulation not only for ESB applications to
integration with legacy systems, but also to cover kind of the data encryption cases for data
privacy and security protection while data storing and transportation. Refer to Figure 3.9:
<xsd:complexType name="transformer">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="TransformDetail"
type="StudentDetail"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="TransformRs">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="TransformResult"
type="xsd:hexBinary"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
Figure 3.9. Transformation complex type used for messaging with data transformation
Same as Welcome operation, this Transformation operation does not involve a
database. Nevertheless, this datatype transformation enables communication between
different systems and allows data encryption and process efficiency, and this transformation
is a very important ESB feature to be evaluated.

3.4. Research configuration
After the research tasks and scenarios are confirmed, it is critical to configure the test
environments as per the design. This research configuration includes installing the four
different ESB applications to each virtual machine, developing ESB flow and creating a web
service at these applications based on the same WSDL file.
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Table 3.1. Outlines regarding these four different ESB applications installed:
Commercial ESB
Name

Open-source ESB

TIBCO

Microsoft

JBoss

Mule ESB

ActiveMatrix

BizTalk Server

Application

AnypointStudio

BusinessWorks

and Window

Server

Azure
Implementation Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Service Bus

Service Bus

Service Bus

Service Bus

proprietary

proprietary

proprietary

CPAL

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Message queue

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can be tested

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other main

HL7, HTML/

HL7, HTML/

HL7, HTML/

HL7, HTML/

supported data

XHTML, CSV,

XHTML, CSV,

XHTML, CSV,

XHTML, CSV,

Format

JSON, COBOL

JSON, COBOL

JSON, COBOL

JSON, COBOL

Copybook

Copybook

Copybook

Copybook

Other main

REST, .NET Web

REST, .NET Web

REST, .NET Web

REST, .NET Web

supported web

Services, WS-

Services, WS-

Services, WS-

Services, WS-

services

Security and so

Security and so

Security and so

Security and so

on.

on.

on.

on.

Software
licence
Message flow
and compute
nodes
Support XSD,
WSDL, SOAP,
XML

by SOAPUI
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Other main

XSLT, custom

XSLT, data map,

XSLT, custom

XSLT, XQuery,

data

adapter,

WS-BPEL,

adapter,

Mule

xLANG and so

mapper

DataMapper

transformations mapper

on

and so on.

Other main

HTTP/S, TCP,

HTTP/S, TCP,

HTTP/S, TCP,

HTTP/S, TCP,

supported

JMS,

JMS,

JMS,

JMS,

transports

WebSphere MQ, WebSphere MQ, WebSphere MQ, WebSphere MQ,
and so on.

and so on.

and so on.

and so on.

Database

DB2, SQL Server,

DB2, SQL

DB2, SQL Server, DB2, SQL Server,

supported

MySQL, Oracle

Server, MySQL,

MySQL, Oracle

MySQL, Oracle

and so on.

Oracle and so

and so on.

and so on.

on.
SOAP is a simple object access protocol which defines a way to move an XML
message from point A to point B; the SOAP message usually comes as a SOAP envelope to
store XML messages and data. ("Understanding SOAP," 2006) And SOAPUI is an evaluation
tool widely used for SOA performance testing in both industry and this research ("Testing in
SoapUI," 2018). As can be seen in the above table, these four ESB applications are all
compatible with XSDL, support SOAP/ XML messaging transfer and routing, and can be
tested by SOAPUI. These common features between four ESB applications allow
performance comparison by the same web service definition as well as the same SOA
testing tool.
Regarding the ESB flow development based on these four ESB applications, the main
development method used is contract-first web service development. This contract-first
method allows the developer to generate basic code structures (such as classes, comments)
based on the WSDL file designed from requirements. The benefits of using this development
include reliability, efficiency, reusability and versioning. The code changes only when WSDL
contract changes; it is easier for development, web service migration and modification
("Why-contract-first," 2018). This contract-first development method is supported by all ESB
applications, which allow the same web service configured and testable for this research.
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Figure 3.10. Mule ESB message flow
As shown in Figure 3. 10, taking Mule ESB message flow as an example, as an HTTP
web service, an ESB SOAP request message is created based on WSDL, with input from
users, processing in Java methods and returning a SOAP response message to the HTTP port.
The similar message flows were configured for other three ESB applications this
research as well, the key part is that the same WSDL file was apply for all these message
flows, this would not only ensure the same request and response messaging can be done
across all ESB applications, but also the performance can be compared as they all base done
the same WSDL and the for the same tasks.
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Data collection and analysis
Looking back on the research purpose of this research, to find out the most metrics
impacts in ESB performance, both single ESB and federated ESB are tested and analysed.
Data collection is one of the essential parts of this research, deciding the research outcome,
and both the data collection process and data analysis are included in this chapter.

4.1. Data collection
In order to test and collect research data, SOAPUI is chosen as a testing tool. SOAPUI
is a very powerful SOA testing tool that not only allows the user to have request and
response message templates generated from WSDL but also performs different testingbased operations and gets the performance index directly (Sharma, 2018). As you see from
Figure 4. 1, the response time for each transaction can be directly checked from the SOAPUI
screen.

Figure 4.1. Response time displayed at SOAPUI
As one of key performance metrics, the accuracy of response time from the data
collection is very important in this evaluation research. SOAPUI as performance testing tool
was been used for many other performance types of research as well. For instance, And
there was an article described comparisons especially for response time testing for web
services by using two difference of open source tools, SOAPUI and JMeter, and states that
SOAPUI performance faster, and takes minimum response time as its output which
considers it is cleaner and more accuracy (Radhakrishna & Nachamai, 2017).
As mentioned in chapter 3, there are three scenarios to be tested: message routing
without database, message routing with database, and message routing with data
transformation. All these scenarios have been tested from SOAPUI for each single ESB.
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Figure 4.2. Welcome operation tested at SOAPUI.
For the research task of message routing without a database, the context for this
task is to allow users to input their names through the ESB student enrolment system and
get a response, which contains their names together with the welcome message. Refer to
Figure 4.2, user input name John Smith, and gets “Welcome John Smith to Unitec”.
For the research task of message routing with a database, the relevant context is to
enable users to express their enrolment interest by submitting their details through this ESB
student enrolment system to the enrolment database. In the case of Figure 4.3, John Smith
inputs his contact details plus interest subject to the enrolment database, and receives a
successful response.

Figure 4.3. Insert operation tested at SOAPUI
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For the research task of message routing with data transformation, the context is to
convert user input details from string to hex Binary format through this ESB student
enrolment system. As the outcome, the student detail with hex Binary format is “zipped and
encrypted”, and it can either be saved to the database or efficiently sent to other systems.

Figure 4.4. Transform Operation Tested at SOAPUI
ESB performance analysis is usually based on three indexes of response time, memory
usage and CPU usage. In each of the three cases selected, these three indexes have been
collected not only for each of four ESB applications but also for federated ESBs. During the
data collection process, each test has been collected 10 times, and all tests across different
ESB applications are based on the same WSDL file and similar message flows.
Other than the response times, in order to collect CPU usage and memory usage
Process Explorer has been used. It is easier to track CPU usages and memory usages by using
Process Explorer compared with the Windows task manager while testing.

Figure 4.5. Process Explorer
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Refer to Figure 4.5, CPU usage can be seen directly while testing, but there is no
direct way to check memory usage for a certain task from Process Explorer. In order to get
the exact memory usage, both workings set before the test and after the test are captured,
and the memory difference between before and after is the memory usage for the certain
task performed.
The data collections process is a manual process that contains data collecting from
all these three-performance metrics during each testing. The decision of collecting 10 times
in each test is aiming to have cleaner results by avoiding unreliable data, and the amount of
data collections is relatively large as there are data to be collected 10 times from each of
three performance metrics. Especially for the memory usage, both working sets before the
test and after the test have to be captured, so there are four indexes to be manually
captured just for one test case in single ESB experiments. And 10 times for each test means
40 times manually captures, and given there are three tasks for each single ESB, and plus 16
Federate ESBs pairs, the number of data collections tasks is quite heavily.
Although the more test attempts, the more test data, and more reliable results can
have. However, as the data capture process is a manual process, the more test attempts
would also potentially to introduce some human mistakes which would mix up the whole
efforts. And given the main purpose of this research is for performance metric compassion,
this 10 times data collection attempts are consistent to all tasks, so this would still
reasonable for this research and enough for data analysis and compassion.

4.2. Data analysis design
It is crucial to make sure all data is collected from both single ESB and federated ESB
experiments are accurate, noise free and comprehensive, but more importantly, results

from data analysis would be a critical part to answer our research questions and support the

research outcome.
In term of data analysis design, data from both single ESB and federated ESB
experiments would be included. And both performance comparison would be done either
directly from the average and stand deviation of 10 times test results, or from the R-value
and P-value from correlation coefficient test with T-test regression which tells relationship
direction with significant differences in a mathematical way.
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4.2.1. Single ESB
The three research tasks are done across four different ESB Applications; the full testing
result for a single ESB is seen in Appendix A.
Table 4.1. Test Case one (messaging routing without database) in Single ESB
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

55
5.4
7.7

36
4.6
7.4

48
5.1
7.6

53
5
7.7

45
4.6
7.6

39
4.8
7.5

38
4.9
7.5

41
5.2
7.4

51
5.3
7.7

52
5
7.6

Average
45.80
4.99
7.57

Sandard Deviation
6.94
0.27
0.12

Table 4.2. Test Case two (messaging routing with database) in Single ESB
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

91
10.8
15.1

97
11.6
15.9

92
11
15.6

98
11.7
15.8

94
11.6
15.8

96
11.7
16.1

92
11
15.8

91
10.7
15.2

95
11.5
15.8

92
11
15.7

Average
93.80
11.26
15.68

Sandard Deviation
2.57
0.39
0.31

Table 4.3. Test Case three (messaging routing with data transformation) in Single ESB
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

67
7.2
9.5

70
7.5
9.8

71
7.6
9.9

68
7.3
9.5

69
7.4
9.7

68
7.2
9.6

70
7.6
9.8

69
7.3
9.7

68
7.3
9.6

72
7.7
9.9

Average
69.20
7.41
9.70

Sandard Deviation
1.55
0.18
0.15

Referring to Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, both average values and standard
deviation are concluded from the results of 10 times testing of each task. The average value
is used as a value for comparison, and the standard deviation tells the stability when those
tasks are performed. Further details about the test result are discussed in section 4.3.

4.2.2. Federated ESB

Figure 4.6. Architecture diagram for federated ESB
It is very common that one system requires data or processing supports from
another system, however, it is hard to communicate between two or more systems because
of the integration gap between different formats or protocols. In order to fulfil this
integration gap, ESB applications are ideal tools to allow different systems to talk with each
other and also complete tasks together. In practice, to integrate federated ESBs, at least
two ESB applications are involved. Between these federated ESB applications, at least one
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ESB application acts as the interface of the service consumer, and at least one ESB
application acts as an interface of the service provider, and they work together as one
system to provide new features (Inoue, Ishii, & Nakamura, 2019).
In this research, the performance of the ESB task completed in federated ESBs is
tested. From Figure 4. 6. the task scenarios in federated ESBs are all related database queries

from one system to another; this integration between these two systems requires routing of
ESB applications from each system. Therefore, one ESB application can act as both
consumer and provider, and multiple pairing combinations are tested in federated ESBs.
Table 4.4. Federated ESB pairing table
a
b
c
d

A
aA
bA
cA
dA

B
aB
bB
cB
dB

C
aC
bC
cC
dC

D
aD
bD
cD
dD

Referring to Table 4.4, A(a), B(b), C(c), D(d) represent four different ESB applications,

each application acts as two system roles, either system providing data or system queries
data. Capital A, B, C, D represent the system role of the system providing data (Response)
and lower-case a, b, c, d represent the system role of system queries data (Request).
To apply the above design to this test, A (a) represents Mule ESB, B (b) represents
Fuse ESB, C (c) represents Tibco ESB, D (d) represents Microsoft BizTalk. For example, here is
the test result when set Mule ESB from the data provider in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Federated ESB – Test result when set Mule from data server
Mule as data server
aA (Mule vs Mule)

Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

452
14.1
48.5

450
14
48.4

447
13.8
48.3

453
14.2
48.6

449
13.9
48.4

451
14.1
48.5

454
14.2
48.6

448
13.8
48.3

452
14.2
48.6

451
14
48.5

Average Sandard Deviation
450.70
2.21
14.03
0.16
48.47
0.12

bA (Fuse vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

453
15.6
61.3

491
17.6
63.6

435
14.9
59.1

447
15.1
60.2

485
17.6
62.9

473
16.1
63.3

466
16.3
62.5

458
16.8
61.8

439
15
59.7

452
15.5
61.2

Average Sandard Deviation
459.90
18.69
16.05
1.01
61.56
1.55

cA (Tibco vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

417
13.2
50.8

423
14.1
53.2

420
13.8
52.2

421
13.9
52.4

419
13.7
51.2

419
13.5
51.3

418
13.5
51

421
13.7
52.7

421
13.9
52.4

422
14
52.5

Average Sandard Deviation
420.10
1.85
13.73
0.27
51.97
0.82

dA (BizTalk vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (MB)

430
14.3
47.3

443
14.8
47.9

437
14.7
47.7

456
15.3
48.2

461
15.6
48.5

458
15.5
48.5

450
15.2
48.2

435
14.6
47.6

434
14.6
47.5

441
14.6
47.6

Average Sandard Deviation
444.50
11.05
14.92
0.44
47.90
0.43
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4.3. Statistical data analysis
4.3.1. Statistical analysis method for research object
Response Time, CPU usage, and memory usage are the performance metrics have
been selected in this research, however, it is not clear the relationship in-between each pair
of these metrics in ESB performance. For example, whether CUP usage would be more when
memory usage is increased, or if longer response time would indicate more CUP usage, and
so on. These metrics dependency relationship finding is the way chosen to analysis and carry
out the key performance metrics which has more influence in ESB performance than others
metrics, which would also answer the main research question of this study.
For dependency relationship analysis among these three metrics, correlation analysis
methods have been selected. In order to identify positive and negative relationship inbetween pairs of performance metrics, both R-value from coefficient test and P-value from
T-test regression analysis would be used not only for show the relationship directions but
also the reliability of the dependency relationship.

4.3.2. Correlation coefficient test with T-test regression analysis methods
Correlation coefficient r measures strength and direction of the linear relationship
between two variables on the scatterplot, the value of r is always between +1 and -1 (Jiang,
2018). If r value is closer to +1, then it means these two variables would have a stronger
positive trend relationship (change in the same direction); if r value is closer to -1, then it
indicates these two variables should have a stronger negative trend relationship (change in
the opposite direction); if the r value is between +0.5 and -0.5, and closer to zero, then it
means these two variables more likely don`t have any relationship. However, although we
could identify the relationship between two variables, it is still hard for us to tell the
signification level of their relationship. Therefore, the T-test regression analysis was also
involved together with correlation testing, to provide the P-value as evidence that tells the
relationship trend of these paired variables at signification level (Scanlan et al., 2019).
In this study, both correlation and T-test regression analysis are involved to help us
to understand and compare the relationship between the three-performance metrics
mentioned above in both single and federated ESBs. More importantly, this analysis brings
up the key metrics which have the most impacts on ESB performance.
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4.3.3. Data analysis in single ESB
In a single ESB, the data findings are grouped by task tables only; it is hard for
comparison analysis among three metrics. So, there were three new tables have been
created, ordered by each of three performance metrics, and grouped by ESB applications vs
three test cases and average values.
Table 4.6. Response time table
Response Time (ms)
Mule ESB
Fuse ESB
Tibco ESB
Micosoft BizTalk

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
45.8
93.8
69.2
78.5
125.2
80.2
64.2
110.7
74.3
57.9
100.1
81.5

Table 4.7. CPU Usage table
CPU Usage (%)
Mule ESB
Fuse ESB
Tibco ESB
Microsoft BizTalk

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
4.99
11.26
7.41
6.98
12.62
10.11
7.32
13.1
8.1
7.88
12.64
9.39

Table 4.8. Memory Usage table
Memory Usage (MB) Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Mule ESB
7.57
15.68
9.7
Fuse ESB
8.37
19.34
10.96
Tibco ESB
8.47
17.04
10.91
Microsoft BizTalk
8.7
16.16
11.52
Refer to Table 4.6 to Table 4.8; in order to understand the performance relationship
among three metrics under the same three cases, a paired case comparison was introduced
in the analysis.
Table 4.9. Response Time - Case 1 and Case 2
Response Time (ms)
Mule ESB
Fuse ESB
Tibco ESB
Microsoft BizTalk

Case 1
Case 2
45.8
93.8
78.5
125.2
64.2
110.7
57.9
100.1
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Table 4.10. Response Time - Case 1 and Case 3
Response Time (ms)
Mule ESB
Fuse ESB
Tibco ESB
Microsoft BizTalk

Case 1
Case 3
45.8
69.2
78.5
80.2
64.2
74.3
57.9
81.5

Table 4.11. Response Time - Case 2 and Case 3
Response Time (ms)
Mule ESB
Fuse ESB
Tibco ESB
Microsoft BizTalk

Case 2
Case 3
93.8
69.2
125.2
80.2
110.7
74.3
100.1
81.5

Referring to Table 4.9 to Table 4.11 above, the same pairing is done on CPU and
memory usage metrics. And because there is no dependence among these three cases, all
possible case combinations are covered in our analysis.
There are multiple ways to run these Correlation and T-Test regression analyses, and
as the same as other researchers doing T-test analysis study, Excel data analysis toolpak was
chosen for this analysis, and to gather both analysis results once together (Grech, 2018).
The full analysis results from Excel data analysis toolpak can be found in Appendix C,
and the result summaries of Multiple R, R Square and P-value among all pair of cases
combinations can be not only found at Appendix C, but also from following Table 4.12, Table
4.13, and Table 4.14:
Table 4.12. Response Time analysis summary in single ESB
Response Time
Multiple R
Case1 and Case 2 0.983021939
Case1 and Case 3 0.662962511
Case2 and Case 3 0.519122828

R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
0.966332133
0.090282057
0.016978061
0.439519291
0.601197891
0.337037489
0.269488511
0.926805226
0.480877172

Table 4.13. CUP Usage analysis summary in single ESB
CPU Usage
Multiple R
R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
Case1 and Case 2 0.909071774 0.82641149
0.19661189
0.090928226
Case1 and Case 3 0.655960905 0.430284709
0.872306238
0.344039095
Case2 and Case 3 0.523601313 0.274158335
0.112288011
0.476398687
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Table 4.14. Memory Usage result analysis summary in single ESB
Memory Usage
Multiple R
R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
Case1 and Case 2 0.335391226 0.112487274
0.198175067
0.664608774
Case1 and Case 3 0.989463625 0.979038265
0.178402018
0.010536375
Case2 and Case 3 0.329852373 0.108802588
0.596216926
0.670147627

Referring to Table 4.12, among results from three correlation combinations, both R
Square and Multiple R of the Case 1 and Case 2 combination are very close to +1, and its Pvalue (Significance F) is much less than alpha 0.05. This represents that there is a significant
positive relationship between Case 1 and Case 2 in terms of response time; in other words,
response time more or less indicates the performance of Case 1 and Case 2.
By checking and performing all nine pairs of analyses, another significant relationship
was found. Referring to Table 4. 14, both R Square and Multiple R are also very close to +1,
and the P-value (Significance F) is much less than alpha 0.05 as well. This shows memory
usage has a significant impact on the performance of Case 1 and Case 3.
From Table 4. 13, the CPU usage seems to have some influence on Case 1 and Case 2
combinations, however, although both its R Square and Multiple R are also close to +1, its Pvalue (Significance F) is more than 0.05, the correlation in this combination is not as strange
as response time in Case 1 and Case 2 and memory usage in Case 1 and Case 3.
Overall, from a single ESB point of view, both response time and memory usage play
important roles in impacting and are an indication of single ESB performance. However,
both of these metrics show a significant positive relationship in Case 1. The specific weight
of each of these two metrics should be reduced in Case 1, and their role in performance on
Case 2 and Case 3 should be considered seriously.
As discussed above, Case 1 is for Message without database task; Case 2 is for
Message with database task, Case 3 is for Messaging with data transformation task. To
translate findings from correlation and T-test regression analysis, these analysed results
show that:
 No matter whether Messaging is with or without database task, Response Time
has shown the most indication and impact for ESB performance.
 Other than the case of Messaging with database task, memory usage has shown
the most indication and impact for ESB performance.
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Compared to these two analysis result interpretations above, the response time has
shown strong impact to EPB performance in message with database task and message
without database task, and memory usage has a limited impact to the task of message
without database. So, the response time has the most indication and impact on ESB
performance, if we ignore data transformation and only focus on messaging tasks in ESB.

4.3.4. Data analysis in federated ESB
Table 4.15. Federated ESB Testing Result Summary
Cases
aA (Mule vs Mule)

Response Time
(10ms)

CPU Usage
(%)
45.07
45.99
42.01
44.45
44.74
46.2
47.69
46.13
42.64
47.83
51.29
50.55
45.39
48.66
50.75
50.06

Memory Usage
(MB)

14.03
16.05
13.73
14.92
15.49
17.29
17.12
15.12
15.15
19.12
21.19
22.39
15.94
20.2
22.79
21.77

48.47
61.56
51.97
47.9
56.69
59.7
61.33
57.1
55.01
61.47
65.88
70.47
58.25
68.88
72.65
69.27

bA (Fuse vs Mule)
cA (Tibco vs Mule)
dA (BizTalk vs Mule)
aB (Mule vs Fuse)
bB (Fuse vs Fuse)
cB (Tibco vs Fuse)
dB (BizTalk vs Fuse)
aC (Mule Vs Tibco)
bC (Fuse vs Tibco)
cC (Tibco vs Tibco)
dC (BizTalk vs Tibco)
aD (Mule vs BizTalk)
bD (Fuse vs BizTalk)
cD (Tibco vs BizTalk)
dD (BizTalk vs BizTalk)
In order to have a much bigger and more complete picture for ESB performance,
testing outcomes from 16 federated ESB cases have been included to help with
performance metrics impact analysis and verification.
Referring to Table 4. 15, similar to single ESB analysis, a summary table includes
three performance metrics with all 16 cases and average values that are created. Three
paired tables are created for correlation and T-test regression analysis, and the result is
found in Appendix C and the result summary is found in Table 4.16:
Table 4.16. Performance metrics summary in federated ESB
Multiple R
R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
Response Time and CPU Usage
0.936086326 0.87625761
7.06658E-12
9.8555E-08
Response Time and Memory Usage 0.869608115 0.756218274
3.54424E-07
1.20897E-05
CPU Usage and Memory Usage
0.933126752 0.870725536
0.036970261
1.34222E-07
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Referring to Table 4.16, different from the paired tables created in single ESB
analysis, these three paired tables under federated ESB compare the correlation
relationship between three performance metrics. From the response time and CPU usage
line, both R Square and Multiple R are very close to +1, and the P-value (Significance F) is
much less than alpha 0.05 (9.85550210126156 x 10-8). It is shown that there is a very
significant positive relationship between response time and CPU usage under federated ESB
cases.
Referring to the response time and memory usage line in Table 4.16, as the R Square
is 0.756218274 and Multiple R is 0.869608115, the relationship of response time and
memory usage is still strong, but not as strong as the relationship of response time and CPU
usage is shown in Table 4.16.
And according to the CPU usage and memory usage line in Table 4.16, both R Square
and Multiple R are also very close to +1, and the P-value (Significance F) is much less than
alpha 0.05 (1.34222173974058 x 10-7). This means that there is also a very significant
positive relationship between CPU usage and memory usage under federated ESB cases.
However, by comparing with Multiple R and P-value from “Response Time and CPU
Usage” and “CPU Usage and Memory Usage”, the Multiple R of “Response Time and CPU
Usage” is about 0.003 closer to +1 compare with “CPU Usage and Memory Usage”; and the
P-value (Significance F) of “Response Time and CPU Usage” is 3.6 x 10-8 smaller than the Pvalue (Significance F) of “CPU Usage and Memory Usage”. As both of these two relationships
relate to CPU usage, and response time shows a little bit stronger relationship to CPU usage
compare with memory usage, and this could be interpreted that response time has a bit
bigger impact compared with memory usage among three metrics in the performance of 16
federated ESB cases.
Overall, by summarising statistical data findings from test cases of both single and
federated ESBs, all three-performance metrics, response time is shown as the metric which
provides the biggest impact and best indication of ESB performance.
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Discussion and Summary of Findings
Referring to Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3, they show the test results of
response time, CPU usage and memory usage for single ESBs respectively. It can be
observed that in all the three results, Case 1 consumed the least resources, Case 2
consumed the most resources. This is reasonable as database communication was involved
in Case 2 and only message routing was involved in Case 1.

Figure 5.1. The test results for response time on single ESBs.

Figure 5.2. The test results for CPU usage on single ESBs.
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Figure 5.3. The test results for memory usage on single ESBs.
Regarding Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.3, Fuse ESB had more response time in both Case 1
and 2, more CPU usage in Case 3 and more memory usage in Case 2. JBoss Fuse is opensource ESB, based on the Apache ServiceMix integration platform that supports Java
Business Integration (JBI) and Open Service Gateway initiative (OSGi) specification.
According to the results above, Fuse ESB supports medium performance and limited security
metrics.
On the other hand, Tibco ESB had a low response time in Case 2, low CPU usage in
Case 3 and low memory usage in Case 1 and 3. TIBCO's ActiveMatrix® Service Bus is a
lightweight, non-open source, which helps in organising services by routing and transforming
data formats and transport protocols. It allows fast development, nearly zero coding and low
maintenance. It also manages secure communication between services and application
systems. From the testing results, Tibco ESB is a high-performance ESB.
Among the four ESBs tests, Mule ESB had an outstanding performance; it had the
least response time for all the three cases; the least CPU usage for all the three cases; and
the least memory usage for all the three cases. Mule ESB is an open-source and lightweight
service bus based on Java Messaging Service (JMS) and responds quickly. It easily establishes
a connection and enables apps to exchange messaging data. However, Mule ESB does not
provide service governance and security metrics. Mule ESB could be a moderate option for
using a service bus for delivering services with medium performance.
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Microsoft BizTalk performed OK, but not the best. According to the above diagrams,
in comparing to Microsoft BizTalk, Mule ESB implementation and software trumps in terms
of “out of the box” performance. Overall, between three measurements: response time,
CPU usage, and memory usage, response time shows the most impacting metrics which
indicates the performance comparison outcomes.

Federated ESB Test Result Summary
80
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Response Time (10ms)

CPU Usage (%)

Memory Usage (mb)

Figure 5.4. The federated ESB test results.
For federated ESB tests, there were 16 test cases, four cases for Mule acting as a
data server, four cases for Fuse acting as a data server, four for Tibco acting as a data server
and four cases for BizTalk acting as a data server. The response time, CPU usage and
memory usage were measured for each case. The data was collected 10 times in each test
case, the averages were calculated for each test case. Figure 5. 4 shows the federated ESB
testing results.
Three cases demonstrated consistent good performances for all the three
measurements: dA (BizTalk vs Mule), aC (Mule Vs Tibco) and aD (Mule vs BizTalk). The mule
was involved in all three cases. This is consistent with the single ESB test results, where the
other three cases demonstrated consistent low performances for all three measurements:
bA (Fuse vs Mule), dC (BizTalk vs Tibco) and cD (Tibco vs BizTalk). These results are
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interesting. In the bA case, Fuse was involved, which demonstrated low performance in the
single ESB test, so the two test results are consistent. However, in both of the dC and cD
cases, Tibco and BizTalk were involved, and they both performed fine in the single ESB test.
This suggested that the combinations of the two good performance single ESBs are not
necessary to result in good performance ESB applications.
The findings from this research answer the research questions mentioned at the
beginning, and the thesis result. And compared with the existing literature, the discoveries
of this thesis are based on comprehensive testing results from both single ESB and
federated ESB, and the research outcome is more focused on the relationships and
performance impacts among performance metrics, which is rarely found from other ESB
research.
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Conclusion and further research
In this thesis, an empirical study of the performance of ESB applications was
presented. Two parts in the experiments were conducted: the experiments on single ESBs
and the experiments on federated ESBs. Four ESBs were involved in both experiments,
namely commercial ESBs Tibco and BizTalk, and open-source ESBs Fuse and Mule. Three
tasks –message routing without database, message routing with database, and message
routing with data transformation –were tested in each of the four single ESB experiments.
Sixteen test cases were involved in the federated ESB experiments; the same task –
database query from one system to another – was used for all the 16 test cases.
The single ESB experiment results showed that Mule ESB applications had the best
performance among the four ESBs tested, and Fuse ESB applications had the lowest
performance among the four ESBs tested. Among the three-measurement metrics, the
response time has shown the most indication for performance comparison outcomes. The
federated experiment results showed three consistent good performance cases with Mule
ESB involved, which is consistent with the single ESB experiment results. The federated
experiment results also showed two low-performance cases with Tibco and BizTalk involved,
and they both performed fine in the single ESB test. This suggests that the combinations of
the two good performance single ESBs are not necessary to result in good performance ESB
applications.
Nevertheless, due to the research limitations in lack of software licences, constraints
in local network environment settings, limited application testing scenarios and less range of
performance metrics, and a relatively small number of testing and sample data size and so
on. The research outcome can be more identical and convincing if some of those limitations
can be removed.
In the future, more ESB applications, test tasks, and test cases should be used for the
federated experiment to gain a deeper understanding of ESB performance and to further
verify the results. And more statistical analysis should be used to further validate the
experiment results.
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Appendix A
Single ESB
Test Case one (messaging routing without database)
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Fuse ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Tibco ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Micosoft BizTalk
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

55
5.4
7.7
74
6.7
8.1
62
7.1
8.4
59
8
8.7

36
4.6
7.4
78
6.9
8.2
67
7.5
8.6
57
7.8
8.6

48
5.1
7.6
81
7.2
8.6
61
7.2
8.3
55
7.7
8.6

53
5
7.7

45
4.6
7.6

76
6.8
8.1

77
6.9
8.2

68
7.7
8.8

63
7.2
8.4

58
8.1
8.8

60
8.1
8.7

39
4.8
7.5
78
6.9
8.2
69
7.8
8.8
57
7.9
8.6

38
4.9
7.5
79
7.1
8.4
59
7
8
58
7.8
8.9

41
5.2
7.4
82
7.2
8.8
61
7.1
8.3
59
7.7
8.7

51
5.3
7.7

Average
45.8
52
4.99
5
7.57
7.6

81
7.1
8.7

Average
78.5
79
6.98
7
8.37
8.4

65
7.2
8.6

Average
64.2
67
7.32
7.4
8.47
8.5

60
7.9
8.7

Average
57.9
56
7.88
7.8
8.7
8.7

95
11.5
15.8

Average
92 93.8
11 11.26
15.7 15.68

127
13.1
19.6

Average
126 125.2
12.3 12.62
19.3 19.34

111
13
17.2

Average
114 110.7
13.4 13.1
17.3 17.04

101
12.6
16.2

Average
103 100.1
13 12.64
16.6 16.16

Test Case two (messaging routing with database)
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Fuse ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Tibco ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Micosoft BizTalk
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

91
10.8
15.1
129
13.1
19.5
111
13.2
17.1
101
12.7
16.3

97
11.6
15.9
121
12.8
19
109
12.9
16.8
99
12.5
16

92
11
15.6
125
12.2
19.3
113
13.3
17.2
102
12.9
16.5

98
11.7
15.8

94
11.6
15.8

123
12.1
19.2

128
13.1
19.5

112
13.3
17

108
12.9
16.9

98
12.5
15.9

97
12.4
15.9
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96
11.7
16.1
123
12.2
19.2
111
13
17
101
12.8
16.2

92
11
15.8
124
12.3
19.4
110
13.1
17
100
12.6
16

91
10.7
15.2
126
13
19.4
108
12.9
16.9
99
12.4
16

Test Case three (messaging routing with data transformation)
Mule ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Fuse ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Tibco ESB
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
Micosoft BizTalk
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

67
7.2
9.5
81
10.3
11.2
73
8
10.7
79
9.1
11.2

70
7.5
9.8
78
9.7
10.7
75
8.1
11
80
9.3
11.4

71
7.6
9.9
84
10.6
11.3
72
8
10.6
84
9.7
11.7

68
7.3
9.5

69
7.4
9.7

80
10.2
11.2

75
9.3
10.3

74
8.1
10.8

76
8.2
11.1

81
9.3
11.4

83
9.6
11.7

56

68
7.2
9.6
77
9.9
10.5
73
8
10.8
82
9.3
11.7

70
7.6
9.8
83
10.5
11.2
75
8.1
11.1
80
9.4
11.4

69
7.3
9.7
79
9.8
10.8
74
8.2
11
81
9.3
11.3

68
7.3
9.6

72
7.7
9.9

Average
69.2
7.41
9.7

85
10.5
11.2

Average
80.2
80
10.3 10.11
11.2 10.96

76
8.3
11

Average
74.3
75
8.1
8
11 10.91

82
9.4
11.6

Average
81.5
83
9.39
9.5
11.52
11.8

Appendix B
Federated ESB
Mule as data server
aA (Mule vs Mule)

Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
bA (Fuse vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
cA (Tibco vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
dA (BizTalk vs Mule)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

452
14.1
48.5
453
15.6
61.3
417
13.2
50.8
430
14.3
47.3

Fuse as data server
aB (Mule vs Fuse)
Response time (ms)
441
Cpu usage (%)
14.9
Memory usage (mb)
55.9

bB (Fuse vs Fuse)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
cB (Tibco vs Fuse)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
dB (BizTalk vs Fuse)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

460
17.1
59.5
478
17.1
61.4
469
15.7
57.4

450
14
48.4
491
17.6
63.6
423
14.1
53.2
443
14.8
47.9

446
15.2
56.3
462
17.3
59.7
474
16.8
60.7
453
14.9
57.2

447
13.8
48.3
435
14.9
59.1
420
13.8
52.2
437
14.7
47.7

451
15.8
57.3
458
16.8
59.3
481
17.5
61.9
461
15.4
56.2

453
14.2
48.6
447
15.1
60.2
421
13.9
52.4
456
15.3
48.2

448
15.6
56.5
463
17.4
59.8
476
17.1
61.2
465
15.1
57
57

449
13.9
48.4
485
17.6
62.9
419
13.7
51.2
461
15.6
48.5

453
16.1
57.5
461
17.2
59.6
473
16.7
61
455
14.4
57.5

451
14.1
48.5
473
16.1
63.3
419
13.5
51.3
458
15.5
48.5

446
15.4
56.4
459
16.9
59.4
475
17.2
61.2
459
14.8
57.5

454
14.2
48.6
466
16.3
62.5
418
13.5
51
450
15.2
48.2

452
15.9
57.4
465
17.6
60
474
16.7
61.1
464
15.5
56.8

448
13.8
48.3
458
16.8
61.8
421
13.7
52.7
435
14.6
47.6

443
15.1
56.1
464
17.5
59.8
477
17.2
61.3
467
15.3
57

452
14.2
48.6

Average
451 450.7
14 14.03
48.5 48.47

439
15
59.7

Average
452 459.9
15.5 16.05
61.2 61.56

421
13.9
52.4

Average
422 420.1
14 13.73
52.5 51.97

434
14.6
47.5

Average
441 444.5
14.6 14.92
47.9
47.6

445
15.2
56.3

Average
450 447.5
15.7 15.49
57.2 56.69

465
17.6
60

Average
462
463
17.29
17.5
59.7
59.9

479
17.3
61.5

Average
482 476.9
17.6 17.12
62 61.33

468
15.3
57.3

Average
452 461.3
14.8 15.12
57.1
57.1

Tibco as data server

aC (Mule Vs Tibco)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
bC (Fuse vs Tibco)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
cC (Tibco vs Tibco)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
dC (BizTalk vs Tibco)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

436
15.9
55.5
477
19
61.3
511
21
65.8
503
22.1
70.2

BizTalk as data server
aD (Mule vs BizTalk)
Response time (ms)
457
Cpu usage (%)
16.3
Memory usage (mb)
58.5

bD (Fuse vs BizTalk)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
cD (Tibco vs BizTalk)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)
dD (BizTalk vs BizTalk)
Response time (ms)
Cpu usage (%)
Memory usage (mb)

482
19.6
68.4
510
23.3
73.2
498
21.5
69

432
15.5
55.3
479
19.1
61.5
515
21.4
66
509
22.6
70.8

453
15.9
58.2
484
19.9
68.8
503
22.4
72.3
501
21.8
69.3

422
14.8
54.7
475
18.8
60.9
514
21.3
65.9
498
21.8
69.5

449
15.4
57.7
489
20.4
69
508
22.6
72.5
503
22
69.5

427
15.2
55
482
19.4
61.9
509
20.9
65.7
511
23
71.2

455
16
58.3
492
20.7
69.2
512
23.4
73.3
497
21.4
68.9
58

425
15
54.9
473
18.7
60.8
513
21.2
65.7
504
22.2
70.3

459
16.5
58.7
483
19.8
68.7
505
22.5
72.4
504
22.1
68.7

426
15.1
55
476
18.9
61
517
21.6
66.2
507
22.9
71.3

452
15.8
58.2
485
20
68.8
507
22.4
72.3
499
21.6
70

421
14.8
54.8
481
19.4
62
516
21.5
66.1
508
22.6
70.8

453
15.8
58.2
486
20.2
68.9
506
22.5
72.3
502
21.9
69.4

427
15.2
55
479
19.1
61.5
510
20.8
65.6
506
22.8
70.9

456
16.1
58.3
487
20.3
68.9
509
23.2
72.5
499
21.6
70

423
14.9
54.9

Average
425 426.4
15.1 15.15
55 55.01

480
19.3
61.8

Average
481 478.3
19.5 19.12
62 61.47

512
21.1
65.9

Average
512 512.9
21.1 21.19
65.9 65.88

510
22
70.1

Average
499 505.5
21.9 22.39
69.6 70.47

451
15.7
58.1

Average
454 453.9
15.9 15.94
58.3 58.25

490
20.7
69.1

Average
488 486.6
20.2
20.4
69 68.88

511
23.3
73.4

Average
504 507.5
22.3 22.79
72.3 72.65

503
22.1
68.7

Average
500 500.6
21.7 21.77
69.2 69.27

Appendix C
Summary Output of Response Time among single ESB Case 1 and Case 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.983021939
R Square
0.966332133
Adjusted R Square
0.9494982
Standard Error
3.058531799
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 2

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
536.9907665 536.9908 57.40382 0.016978061
18.70923353 9.354617
555.7

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-43.06298655 13.89849335 -3.09839 0.090282 -102.8633769 16.73740378 -102.8633769 16.73740378
0.974062229 0.128563088 7.576531 0.016978 0.420899909 1.52722455 0.420899909 1.52722455

Summary Output of Response Time among single ESB Case 1 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.662962511
R Square
0.439519291
Adjusted R Square
0.159278937
Standard Error
12.47916524
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
244.2408701 244.2409 1.568365 0.337037489
311.4591299 155.7296
555.7

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-59.68589903 97.04790381 -0.61501 0.601198 -477.2493273 357.8775292 -477.2493273 357.8775292
1.589592386 1.269293745 1.252344 0.337037 -3.87173781 7.050922581 -3.87173781 7.050922581

Summary Output of Response Time among single ESB Case 2 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.519122828
R Square
0.269488511
Adjusted R Square
-0.095767233
Standard Error
14.37789253
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
152.5224126 152.5224 0.737808 0.480877172
413.4475874 206.7238
565.97

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
11.60532795 111.8139159 0.103791 0.926805 -469.4911224 492.7017783 -469.4911224 492.7017783
1.256155597 1.462419057 0.858957 0.480877 -5.036125751 7.548436945 -5.036125751 7.548436945
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Summary Output of CUP Usage among single ESB Case 1 and Case 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.909071774
0.82641149
R Square
Adjusted R Square
0.739617235
Standard Error
0.641751704
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 2

1
2
3

MS
SS
3.921384501 3.921385
0.823690499 0.411845
4.745075

F
Significance F
9.5215 0.090928226

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-11.0499541 5.791213376 -1.90806 0.196612 -35.96753414 13.86762594 -35.96753414 13.86762594
1.438327618
0.46612794 3.085693 0.090928 -0.567259037 3.443914273 -0.567259037 3.443914273

Summary Output of CUP Usage among single ESB Case 1 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.655960905
R Square
0.430284709
Adjusted R Square
0.145427063
Standard Error
1.162613819
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
2.041733214 2.041733 1.510525 0.344039095
2.703341786 1.351671
4.745075

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.881993065 4.844071754 0.182077 0.872306 -19.96036549 21.72435162 -19.96036549 21.72435162
0.675293566 0.549450529 1.229034 0.344039 -1.688801252 3.039388384 -1.688801252 3.039388384

Summary Output of CUP Usage among single ESB Case 2 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.523601313
R Square
0.274158335
Adjusted R Square
-0.088762498
Standard Error
0.829407281
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
0.519667124 0.519667 0.755422 0.476398687
1.375832876 0.687916
1.8955

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
9.423135836 3.455754883 2.726795 0.112288 -5.445777343 24.29204902 -5.445777343 24.29204902
0.340687137 0.391977337 0.86915 0.476399 -1.345855224 2.027229497 -1.345855224 2.027229497
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Summary Output of Memory Usage among single ESB Case 1 and Case 2
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.335391226
R Square
0.112487274
Adjusted R Square
-0.331269088
Standard Error
0.567079485
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 2

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
0.081516716 0.081517 0.253489 0.664608774
0.643158284 0.321579
0.724675

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
6.546481404
3.44980214 1.89764 0.198175 -8.296819192
21.389782 -8.296819192
21.389782
0.101496253 0.201590754 0.503477 0.664609 -0.765878755 0.968871261 -0.765878755 0.968871261

Summary Output of Memory Usage among single ESB Case 1 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.989463625
R Square
0.979038265
Adjusted R Square
0.968557397
Standard Error
0.087150576
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
0.709484554 0.709485 93.41195 0.010536375
0.015190446 0.007595
0.724675

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.44385236 0.708393513 2.038207 0.178402 -1.604118921 4.491823641 -1.604118921 4.491823641
0.634360421 0.065634906 9.664986 0.010536 0.351956215 0.916764628 0.351956215 0.916764628

Summary Output of Memory Usage among single ESB Case 2 and Case 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.329852373
R Square
0.108802588
Adjusted R Square
-0.336796118
Standard Error
1.877782501
Observations
4
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Case 3

1
2
3

SS
MS
F
Significance F
0.860965757 0.860966 0.244172 0.670147627
7.052134243 3.526067
7.9131

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
9.527096408 15.26334086 0.624182 0.596217 -56.1457588 75.19995162 -56.1457588 75.19995162
0.698807481 1.414196942 0.494137 0.670148 -5.385990854 6.783605816 -5.385990854 6.783605816
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Summary Output of Response Time with CPU Usage under Federated ESB cases
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.936086326
0.87625761
0.867418868
1.0392788
16

ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
CPU Usage (%)

1
14
15

SS
107.0792878
15.12140593
122.2006938

Coefficients
Standard Error
31.74039201 1.538667065
0.855840339 0.085955186

MS
F
Significance F
107.0792878 99.13827034
9.8555E-08
1.080100424

t Stat
P-value
20.628499 7.06658E-12
9.956820293 9.8555E-08

Lower 95%
28.44027937
0.671484801

Upper 95%
Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
35.04050465 28.44027937 35.04050465
1.040195878 0.671484801 1.040195878

Summary Output of Response Time with Memory Usage under Federated ESB cases
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.869608115
0.756218274
0.738805293
1.458724885
16

ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Memory Usage (MB)

1
14
15

SS
92.41039768
29.79029607
122.2006938

Coefficients
Standard Error
27.08201585 3.020357193
0.327061604 0.049629801

MS
F
Significance F
92.41039768 43.42842261 1.20897E-05
2.127878291

t Stat
P-value
8.966494398 3.54424E-07
6.590024477 1.20897E-05

Lower 95%
20.60399395
0.220616267

Upper 95%
Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
33.56003775 20.60399395 33.56003775
0.433506941 0.220616267 0.433506941

Summary Output of CPU Usage with Memory Usage under Federated ESB cases
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.933126752
0.870725536
0.861491646
1.161856092
16

ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Memory Usage (MB)

1
14
15

SS
127.2920409
18.8987341
146.190775

Coefficients
Standard Error
-5.54602718 2.405676657
0.383857268 0.039529515

MS
F
Significance F
127.2920409 94.29671653 1.34222E-07
1.349909579

t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95%
Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
-2.305391776 0.036970261 -10.70569045 -0.386363912 -10.70569045 -0.386363912
9.710649645 1.34222E-07 0.299074891 0.468639644 0.299074891 0.468639644
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Result Summary among Single ESBs

Response Time
Multiple R
Case1 and Case 2 0.983021939
Case1 and Case 3 0.662962511
Case2 and Case 3 0.519122828
CPU Usage
Multiple R
Case1 and Case 2 0.909071774
Case1 and Case 3 0.655960905
Case2 and Case 3 0.523601313
Memory Usage
Multiple R
Case1 and Case 2 0.335391226
Case1 and Case 3 0.989463625
Case2 and Case 3 0.329852373

R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
0.966332133
0.090282057
0.016978061
0.439519291
0.601197891
0.337037489
0.269488511
0.926805226
0.480877172
R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
0.82641149
0.19661189
0.090928226
0.430284709
0.872306238
0.344039095
0.274158335
0.112288011
0.476398687
R Square
Intercept P-vaule P-value (Significance F)
0.112487274
0.198175067
0.664608774
0.979038265
0.178402018
0.010536375
0.108802588
0.596216926
0.670147627

Result Summary among Federated ESBs

Multiple R
Response Time and CPU Usage
0.936086326
Response Time and Memory Usage 0.869608115
0.933126752
CPU Usage and Memory Usage
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Intercept P-vaule
P-value
R Square
0.87625761
7.06658E-12 9.8555E-08
0.75621827
3.54424E-07 1.20897E-05
0.87072554
0.036970261 1.34222E-07

